productoverview

Avery Dennison
Automotive Window Films
®

Non-Reflective

Introducing AWF Non-Reflective Films - part of the
Avery Dennison Automotive Window Film range.
These non-reflective and colour-stable films are
metal free, with high solar performance and good
shrinkage. An excellent choice for minimal mirror
effect.
The films are designed with professional installers in mind,
using nanotechnology, and they are available in several
light transmission levels. AWF NR Pro is one of the leading
heat rejection films in the market, keeping cars cool and
comfortable. With a visually appealing and stable graphite
colour, the range offers a 5-year warranty.

>>38 micron (1.5 mil) thickness
>>Good shrinkage for a colour-stable film
>>5-year warranty
BENEFITS
>>Keeps cars cool, comfortable and UV-screened
>>Enhances style of vehicle and privacy
>>Range of VLTs to suit the individual tinting customization
>>Zero interference with electronics
APPLICATION AREAS
Glass substrates:
>>Personal vehicles
>>Commercial and fleet vehicles

FEATURES
>>High-end stable graphite colour
>>5% to 50% light transmission options
>>High solar performance with 99% UV block
>>Up to 94% glare reduction, with minimal mirror effect
>>Metal free material using nanotechnology
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Product table specification and VLT level (example below)
Non Reflective
Widths offered (inches)*
(standard roll length 31m)

Visible light transmitted %
UV block %
Total solar energy
rejected %

AWF NR Pro 05
60

30

AWF NR Pro 20
20

60

30

AWF NR Pro 35
20

60

30

AWF NR Pro 50
20

60

30

6
Highest privacy

22

37

52
Lower privacy

> 99

> 99

> 99

> 99

57

48

41

36

20

*We offer common EU sizes (60’’ =1.524m/ 30”=0.762m/ 20”= 0.508m)

6%

22%

37%

52%
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